Surface Enrichment and Depletion of the Active Ingredient in Spray Dried Amorphous Solid Dispersions.
To study the effects of physicochemical properties of drug and polymer, as well as the drug-polymer interactions, on the surface composition of SDDs. Ethanol solutions containing a model drug (IMC, NMP or FCZ) and a model polymer (PVPK12, PVPK30 or PVP-VA) were spray dried, and the surface composition of SDDs was analyzed by XPS. The surface tensions of pure components and their solutions were measured using Wilhelmy plate and/or calculated using ACD/Labs. NMR and DLS were used to obtain the diffusion coefficients of IMC, NMP, PVPK12 and PVPK30 in solvents. Flory-Huggins interaction parameters for selected drug-polymer pairs were obtained using a melting point depression method. Significant surface enrichment or depletion of the drug was observed in SDDs depending on the particular drug-polymer combination. With PVP as the dispersion polymer, IMC and NMP were surface enriched; whereas FCZ, a hydrophilic drug, was surface depleted. With increasing PVP molecular weight, the surface drug concentration increased, and the effect was greater in the NMP/PVP and FCZ/PVP systems than in the IMC/PVP system where strong drug-polymer interaction existed. Changing the polymer from PVP to PVP-VA reduced the surface concentration of the drug. The surface concentration of a SDD can be significantly different from the bulk concentration. The main results of this work are consistent with the notion that the relative surface tensions control surface enrichment or depletion. Besides, the relative diffusion rates of the components and the strength of their interactions may also affect the surface composition of the SDDs.